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There are several problems which arise when using a standard ZMP-based
pattern generator to control an intrinsically compliant humanoid robot like

COMAN. We present two techniques: pelvis forward trajectory smoothing and

polynomial admittance gain modulation, which make it possible to use the
conventional pattern generator to control such passively compliant robots. The

former method modifies the reference of the pelvis trajectory to counteract its

overshooting caused by the compliance of the legs. The latter method is meant
to decrease the impact during initial contact and decrease the error between

the foot position and original reference during the mid-stance caused by the
use of admittance control. We explain details of both of the methods and show
results from walking experiments with and without the controls, proving their

effectiveness.
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1. Introduction

Most of the walking humanoid robots capable of performing practical tasks

use high-gain position control.1,2 They are easier to control in a structured

environment, but prone to model discrepancies or external disturbances.

In order for humanoid robots to be more practical, they must be able to

operate in unstructured environments. One way of improving the robot’s

robustness to external disturbances and environment model inaccuracies is

to develop robots which are intrinsically compliant3 or torque controlled.4

The intrinsic compliance can have numerous advantages, such as: me-

chanical separation of harmonic-drives from joints, that softens the impacts

and thus increases the lifetime of harmonic-drives; overall compliance im-

proving resistance to the ground unevenness or external disturbances; im-

provement of energy efficiency by storing and releasing the kinetic energy

from the springs.5 The compliance, however, also has disadvantages: the

joint level position control is inaccurate; the leg joints deflect under the

weight of the robot, thus making the walking control more difficult;6 the

overall system’s resonant frequency is much lower than in high-gain posi-

tion controlled robots and can affect walking stability. Moreover, most of

the existing model-based pattern generators developed for humanoid robots

assume ideal position control and thus cannot be directly used in compliant

robots.

In this work we explain difficulties which arise when using the ZMP-

based pattern generator (PG) to control passively-compliant robots. We

also present techniques than can be used to control compliant robots with

existing PGs. In the second section we introduce our research and discuss

the consequences of passive compliance. In the third section we present the

PG, developed control techniques and experimental results proving their

effectiveness. We conclude the paper with summary of our work.

2. Problem formulation

In this work we focus on the description of the pattern modifications and

real-time control necessary to execute the dynamically consistent gait pat-

tern created when assuming a joint level position controllability on the

compliant robot COMAN3 Fig. 1. In this section we describe our research

platform and the main consequences of the intrinsic joint-level compliance.
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contact. Since the springs used in the structure have constant and relatively

high stiffness, the structure is not able to damp the instantaneous impact

occurring during the early ground contact, what causes a big disturbance

and destabilizes the robot.

One possible solution to this problem is to detect early indications of

instability (such as early ground contact) using automated real-time anal-

ysis of force sensor data from the feet.7 Such information can be used to

change the pattern dynamically during walking to improve stability. How-

ever, this would require real-time pattern regeneration capabilities, which

is out of the scope of this paper and is our future work. In this paper, we in-

vestigate techniques for addressing this problem using only off-line pattern

generation and feedback control.

3. Gait pattern generation and feedback control

As a source of the dynamically consistent gait patterns we use the ZMP-

based preview controller with dynamic filter.8 Due to the Multibody System

(MBS) embedded in the dynamic filter, the resultant trajectories closely

follow the reference ZMP that guarantee the system’s stability, given the

ideal experimental conditions (accurate robot model, joint level high-gain

position control, flat ground etc.). Since the COMAN platform is equipped

with mechanical compliance, the discrepancy between the real system and

the MBS is too big to allow direct execution of the pre-calculated gait pat-

terns on the robot. To cope with the difficulties described above and in 2.2

we implemented two techniques. The first one copes with the deformation

of springs during high acceleration and deceleration of the pelvis, the sec-

ond one copes with the impact caused by the early foot contact with the

ground. In the following subsections we describe the techniques and present

the experimental results confirming their performance. In all experiments

we used the same gait parameters: step size 6cm, cycle time 1.75s, double

support time 0.34s, foot clearance 4cm, steps number 21. A video of the

conducted experiments can be found in Ref. 9.

3.1. Pelvis sagittal trajectory smoothing

Since the platform used in our experiments was not equipped with the upper

body, the total Center of Mass (CoM) was located below the pelvis (37cm

from the ground in free standing condition). Because of this, for CoM to

follow a smooth reference generated by the preview controller the pelvis

needs to move back and forth. This further results in high accelerations
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admittance control. One can notice that the lower the Kp gain (spring

constant) the higher the sinking of the robot during the stance phase, which

not necessarily is followed by the big reaction during the ground contact.

The results from experiments with polynomial gain modulation however

show that the foot moves up by a significant distance right after the ground

contact to decrease the impact and later moves down during the stance

phase.

4. Summary

We presented two techniques that make it possible to successfully control

the compliant humanoid robot COMAN with conventional pattern gener-

ator. We experimentally proved that the smoothing of the sagittal pelvis

trajectory reference decreased overshooting of the real pelvis trajectory

caused by spring deflection and helped in following the original reference.

We also showed that the polynomial modulation of admittance gain helps

in increasing the initial reaction to the ground contact and minimizes the

amount the whole robot sinks during the stance phase. Application of both

techniques results in the long stable gait, while omitting any of them, re-

sults in destabilization of the robot and eventual fall. Our future research

will focus on the real-time pattern generation techniques, which would al-

low to regenerate the motion reference in case of big divergence from the

original reference.
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